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MEMORANDUM FOR:

Hubert J. Mil11er) Chief
High-Level Waste Technical
Development Branch
~Di~vision of Waste Management

V

FROM:

Michael 4. Bell, Chief
High-Level Waste Licensing
Management Branch
.'Ofvtsfon of Waste Management
REVIEW OF PROPOSED DOE REGULATION 10 CFR 960, "PROPOSED
GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR THE RECOMMENDATION OF SITES FOR

SUBJECT:

NUCLEAR WASTE REPOSITORIESA

(fOn

(
*

*.

*

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (Act) of 1982 requires DOE to prepare
guidelines for the recommendation of sites for repositories. The Act
also requires NRC to concur in these guidelines.
February 7. 1983. DOE published In the Federal Register their proposed
guideline. (copy enclosed). These guidelines wil take the form of.
regulations identified as 10 CFR 960. DOE isrequesting comments on the
proposed guidelines by March 24. 1983. While it is not mandatory for the
NRC to comment by March 24, 1983, our preliminary intent is5to provide
DOE with staff comments by that date and also to provide the Commission
with the comments at the same time. Such an approach will require an
expedited review schedule as well as close coordination of our review
with the Commission. DOE has requested that the NRC concur in the
guidelines by June 3. 1983. Therefore, I am requesting that you provide
written comments on the guidelines to Chris Pflumi of my staff no later
than February 22, 1983.
Itwould be beneficial Ifyou examined the proposed guidelines with
espect to their affect on the review of the site characterization plan
which is called for by the Act. You should consider whether the
guidelines adequately address the criteria that should be evaluated
during the site characterization review and whether the guidelines can be
applied prior to detailed site characterization. Your review should not
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you
be constrained to the above considerations. If, during your review,
discover a point or issue that could seriously impact the Commission'sto
ability to ultimatly concur in the guidelines, it should be brought
my attention as soon as possible.
I have also enclosed a portion of a briefing package that my staff on
prepared for John Davis. This package contains general infoiiation
the applicability of the guidelines and how they compare with the
requirements of 10 CFR 60. If you have any questions contact Chris Pflum
at x74653.

Michael J. Bell, Chief
High-Level Waste Licensing
Management Branch
Division of Waste Management

C
Enclosures:
1. Briefing package
2. Copies of Proposed 10 CFR 960
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guidelines encompass all of the critaria that are crucial to the
selection of a site that will perform in a manner that is consistent with
10 CFR 60? Your review and comments should not be constrained to the
abov& questions. If, during your review, you discover a point or issue
that could seriously impact the Commission's ability to ultimately concur
in the guidelines, it should be brought to my attention as soon as
possible.
I have also enclosed a portion of a briefing package that my staff
prepared for John Davis. This package contains general information on
the applicability of the guidelines and how they compare with the
requirements of 10 CFR 60. If you have any questions contact Chris Pflum
at x74653.
71'

C

Michael J. Bell, Chief
High-Level Waste Licensing
Management Branch
Division of Waste Management

Enclosures:
1.
2.

Briefing package
Copies of Proposed 10 CFR 960
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MEM.ORANDUM FOR:

Joseph 0. Bunting, Chief
HJ~iller
Licensing Process and Integration Branch
Diviston of Waste Management

FROM:

Michael J. Bell, Chief
High-Level Waste Licensing
Management Branch
Division of Waste Management

SUBJECT:

REVIEW OF PROPOSED DOE REGULATION 10 CFR 960, "PROPOSED
GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR THE RECOMMENDATION OF SITES FOR
NUCLEAR WASTE REPOSITORIES"

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (Act) of 1982 requires DOE to prepare
guidelines
for NRC
the torecommendation
of guidelines.
sites for repositories. The Act
also requires
concur in these
On February 7, 1983. DOE published in the Federal Resltetr their proposed
guidelines (copy enclosed). These guidelines w I a, the form of
regulations identified as 10 CFR 960. DOE is requesting comments on the
proposed guidelines by March 24, 1983. While it is not mandatory for the
NRC to comment by March 24, 1983, our preliminary intent is to provide
DOE with staff comments by that date and also to provide the Commission
with the coments at the same time. Such an approach will require an
expedited review schedule as well as close coordination of our review
with the Commission. DOE has requested that the NRC concur in the
guidelines by June 3, 1983. Therefore, I am requesting that you provide
written comments on the guidelines to Chris Pflum of my staff no later
than February 22, 1983.

(

It would be beneficial If you examined the proposed guidelines with
their impact on NRC policy.. If. during your review, you
discover a point or issue that could seriously impact the Commission's
ability to ultimately concur in the guidelines, it should be brought to
my attention as soon as possible.
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I have also enclosed a portion of a briefing package that my staff
prepared for John Davis. This package contains general information on
the applicability of the guidelines and how they compare with the
requirements of 10 CFR 60. If you have any questions contact Chris Pflum
at x74653.

Michael J. Waste
Bell, Chief
Licensing
High-Level
Management Branch
Division of Waste Management

(
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Briefing package
10 CFR., 960
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Guidelines for the
Briefing on Draft DOE
Recommendation
of Sites for Nuclear Waste Repositories
Scheduled:

9:Q00

AM,

February 9, 1983

Back.arund Information:

S-

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act requires DOE
to
issue guidelines for the recommendation of
Sites for repositories. The Act also requires
that NRC concur in the guidelines (Section
112(a) of the Act).
DOE will publish the guidelines
the Federal
Reaister sometime during the weekin of
FebruarE
7, 1983
A 45 day comment period
follow.
During this time, DOE will hold thewill
following
public hearings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Denver on February 28, 1983
Seattle on March 2, 1983
Chicage on March 4, 1983
New Orleans on March 7. 1983
Washington, DC on March 10, 1983

In the attached schedule DOE requests that
NRC
submit Comments on the guidelines by March 24,
1983 and concur on the guidelines
by June 6,
1983.

(

(

7
References:
Handouts:

i

The staff will discuss: (1) the, status of
their review; (2) issues and preliminary
recommendations; and (3) method of obtaining
Commission concurrence on the guidelines.
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 19e2
Attached
1. Section 112(a) of the Waste Act
2. Proposed DOE schedule
3.
Comparison of DOE draft guidelines with the
requirement
In the Waste Act.
4. Disqualification factors
5.
Point Paper describing the content and application
of DOE
guidelines
6. Task Action Plan
7. Draft DOE Guidelines
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Sec. 112

COMPARISOH OF DOE GUIDELIIIES Wisi REQUJlREHEIA.)OF TIlE ACT
-

flucluar *faste Act of 1982

1. The guidelines must speqify geologic
considerations that will be primary
criteria for the selection of sites in
various geologic media. The guidelines
must also'take Into consideration the
various geologic media in which sites
for repositories may be located, and to
-the extent practicable, to recommend
sites in different geologic media.
2.

0
t7)

*

3.

.

I

1.

,5technical
uulelnes I

Site Geometry.
- Depth of Underground Facilities
Thickness and Lateral Extent of the Host
Rock

The guidelines must specify factors that
qualify or disqualify ahy site .from
development as a repository, including
factors pertaining to hydrology and
and proximity to water supplies.

2. "l66hydviogy.

See 1. above.

3., Geochemistry.

-

Level of Detail

i
1.

Surface and Subsurface Exploration (Geological"
Geophysical, and Core Drilling Methods).

2.

Surface and subsurface exploration, Including
well drilling, downhole geophysics, well
tests and groundwater monitoring.

3.

Subsurface exploration, including core drilling, P
drillhole sampling, groundwater tests, and
in situ testing in the host rock environment
w-ici-requires exploratory shaft.

Present and Future Hydrologic Conditions.
Hydrologic Modeling.
Shaft Construction.
Dissolution Features.

0
0

4. See 1. above.

z

4.

Rlock Characteristics.
- Physical Properties.
Operational Safety,

4. Surface and subsurface exploration, including

Tectonic Environment.
* Faulting and Seismicity.
- Igneous Activity.
- Uplift, Subsidence, and Folding.

5.

5.

The guidelines must specify factors that
qualify any site from developme" as.;a
repository. Including factors , :aining
to geophysics, seismic activit. ,nd'
hydrology.

5,

6.

The guidelines must specify factors that
qualify or disqualify any site from '
development as a repository, Including
factors pertaining to location of
valuable natural resources, and the
effect upon the rights of users of
wa Ler.

6.1 Human Intrusion.
Natural Resources.
N
* Site Ownership and Control.

geological. geophysicalY and core drilling
methods. In situ testing requires exploratory
shaft.
See 4, above,

14

6. Review existing information and evaluate
surface and subsurface Investigations with
respect to natural resources,

*4;
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Sec. 112 - Nuclear Waste Act of 1982
96
7.

a
8.

.1

•p

The guidelines must specify factors that
qualify or disqualify any site from,
development as a repository, including
factors pertaining to hydrology, seismic
activity, atomic energy defense activities,
proximity to water supplies, and the
proximity to sites where HLW and spent
nuclear fuel is generated or temporarily
stored.
The guidelines must consider proximity to
populations and specify population factors
that will disqualify any site from
development as a repository if any surface
facility is located (1) in a highly
populated area; or (2) adjacent to an
area one mile~by one mile having a
population of'.not less than 1,000
Individuals. The guidelines must also
consider the cost and impact of trans.
porting to the repository the solidified
HLW and spent fuel.

7.

5

Twhnivm1 C.A.,
,0
1~~~~~L~e
.-...-.

4,,

"'aI

Surface Characteristics.
-. Surface Water Systems.
- terrain.
- Mteteorology.
- Offstte Hazards.

InfI

t -- u*l

-- £
of

n--•.(1
1

ilY5u

7. Review existing infarmation and evaluate
surface Investigations with respect to
development and operation of a geologic
repository.
V

8,

Population Density and Distribution.
- Population Near the Site.
- Transportation.

8.

9. The guidelines must specify factors
that qualify or disqualify any site
from development as a repository,
including factors pertaining to
proximity to 'components of the
National Park System, Ntational
Wildlife Refuge Systems, National
Wild and Scenic Rivers Systems,
National Wilderness Preservation
Systems, and 1iltlonal Forest Lands.

9.

Environmental Protection.

9. Existing Information and investigations.

10. The guidelines must take Into
consideration the cost and.impact of
transporting to the repository site
the solidified HLW and spent fuel,
and the advantages of regional
distribution in the siting of
repositories.

10. Socioeconomic Impacts.

*Th.,1w.4...,w.Ecou,

- .*,.t"@

Existing information and investigations.

g0, Existing information and investigations,

I
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DiaOuallifvng Factors

The presence of such a factor will result in the
elimination of a site.

The site shall be. disqualified if
0 Sits conditions do not allow all portions of the underground
~facility except the shafts
to be at least 200 meters from the
directly overlying ground surface.
a The average pre-waste- emplacemmnt groundwater travel time along
path of likely radionu lide travel from the disturbed zone to the
the
accessible environment is less than 1,000 years.
a It is shown thiat active dissolution fronts would cause
interconnection of the underground facility to the site significant
hydrogeologic system during the first 10,000 years.
o The applicable safety.*requirements of the DOE and NRC could not
be
met.

(

o It would fail to comply with EPA's standard for
radiation doses
of these wastes.
temngmn n
a Any surface facility of a repository would need to be located
(1)in
a highly populated area or (2)adjacent to an
one mile by one
Zile having a population of not less than 1,000area
individuals.
A repository would result in an unsatisfactory adverse environmental
*
Impact that threatens the health or welfare of the public or the
quality of the environment~and cannot be msitigated.
It Is located within the boundaries of a significant nationally
protected natural resource, such as aNational
Park, National
Wildlife Refuge, or Wilderness Area, and its presence
conflicts
irreconcilably wi'th the previously designated use of the
site.
o During site investigation it becomes clear that the
site togethar
with state-of-the-art engineered systims and controls.
will preclude a
repository at that site from complying with 10 CFR 20 and
the proposed
40 CFR 191. Subpart A.
o The characteristics that Influence radionuclide transport
complex to allow reasonable confidence of compliance with. are too
proposed 40 CFR 191.13 when considered in conjunction withthe
state-of
the-art engineered systems, including those required under
1laCFR, 60,313.
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The Application of Guidelines
For Selecting the Nation's First

[

Geologic Repository as Required
by Public Law 425
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The Application of the Guidelines

I.

Purpose of the Guidelines:
A.

The Act states that DOE "shall issue general guidelines for the
recommendation of sites for repositories" (SS112(a)).

B.

The Act states that DOE "shall use guidelines established under
this subsection in considering candidate sites for
recdmmenaation under subsection (b) "of the Act (recommendation
by DOE to the President of 5 sites).

(
C.

DOE Draft Guidelines state:

"These siting guidelines will be
used to identify and nominate sites for characterization and
eventually to 'determine the suitability of.a site for
development as a repository."
(p. 4)

MI. After issuing the guidelines,

DOE will nominate five sites that are
suitable for characterization and will prepare an environmental
assessment (EA) for each site. In the EA, DOE must show how it
applied the guidelines.

A.

(

rhe Act states:

"Such environmental assessment shall include:

1.

an evaluation as to whether such site Is suitable for
characterization under the guidelines that were used to
select the site;

2.

an evaluation as to whether such site Is suitable for
development as a repository under each such guideline that

F

*

C

does not reoutre site characterization as a prerecuiste
for aoalication of such guldelines,;
3.

an evaluation of the effects of the site characterization
activities at such site on the public health and safety
and the env i ronment;

I

4.

a reasonable comparative evaluation of such site with
other gites and locations that have been considered;

5.

a description of the decision process by which such site
was recommended; and

6.

an assessment of the regional and local impacts of
locating the proposed repository at such site."

t

(.

[.,.--.... C
0

B.

C.

77

K.

DOE Draft Guidelines state: "Based on an evaluation of each
site against these guidelines, these environmental assessments
will discuss, among other things, the suitability of the site
for characterization and, to the extent possible, for
development as a repository."
(p. 5)

C

t

t

(SS U2(E))

DOE Draft Guidelines also state: "Since adequate data
do not
normally exist to allow confident modeling .of prospective sites
well Into.site characterization, It is not possible to
rigorously apply many of the guidelines early in
the
site-screening process." (.pp, 29,301.
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Ill. The Guidelines also play a part in site characterization.
A.

The Act states that the site characterization plan must
include:

&I

1.

"a description of such candidate site;

2.

a description of such site characterization activities,
Including the following: the extent of planned
excavations, plans for any onsite testing with radioactive
or nonradioactive material, plans for any investigation
activities that may affect the capability of such
candidate site to isolate high-level radioactive waste

C

and

spent nuclear fuel, and plans to control any adverse,
safety-related impacts from such site characterization
activities;

0

4i4

(.

3.

characterization activities if it is determined
unsuitable
for application for a construction authorization
for a
repository;

(

I

plans for the decontamination and decommissioning
of such
candidate site. and for the mitigation of any significant
adverse environmental impacts caused by site

4.

5.

criteria to be used to determine the suitability of
such
candidate site for the location of a reoositorv.
develoned
pursuant to section 112(a): and
any other information required by the Commission."
113(b)(A))

.2'
3

(SS

rv.

B.The DOE Draft Guidelines state: "At this stage'
(site
characterization), all of the guidelines are employed
as a
Comprehensive set of standards against which
suitability is
Umesured." (P.321.
After site characterization has been completed.
the guidelines are
apidin the following manner:
A.

T-

(

(
-

-the

-

.Issuance

The Act states ". ..the Secretary snall Submit
to the President
a recommendation that the President approves
such site for the
development of a repository. Any such recommendation
by the
Secretary, shall be based on the record of
information developeo
by the Secretary under section 113... 0 Section
113 describes
the information that will be presented in
the site
characterizjition plan. The information includes
"... criteria
to be used to determin~e the suitability of
such candidate site
for the location of a repository, developed
pursuant to section
112(a)." Section 112(a) refers to the guidelines.
(S5 114(a))

B. The Act states: "A final environmnental
statement
prepared by the Secretary under such Act impact
(NEPA) shall accompany
any recommnendation to
the President to approve
a site fora
repository (SS 114(D))." DOE mus make a
"preliminary
determination" for each of the alternative sites
considered in
EIS. This preliminary determination must be made
at some
oiteten heosiecharacterization
and the
of the d-raft EIS. The peiiaydtriainms
show
that such sites are suitable for development
repositories consistent with
the guideline& promulgated as
under
Section 112(a)." (SS 114(f))
U

*

I/It. Isnot clear wnether these guidelines are
oeing applied during the
site characterization activities or upon the comm
jetion of those
activitier.

-
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NNSS TASK SUMMARY SHEET
Purpose of Submission:
Task Title:

X New Task

Revised Task
DOE Draft Guidelines For Recommendation
of Sites For Repositories

Task Descriotion:

Date:
Task N:
PPSAS #

Ml staff Is currently reviewing "Draft DOE Guidelines
Recommendation of Sites For Repositories"- (10 CFR 960).for
DOE will use
the guidelines to identify and nominate sites for
eventually to determine the suitability of a site characterization and
for development as a
repository.
The guidelines will appear in (1) environmental assessments
prepared for sites which DOE will nominate for characterization
(SS
112(E) of the Waste Act), (2)
site characterization plans prepared for sites which
characterization (SS 113(b)); and (3) a recommendationDOE selects for
to the President that a
specific site be aeveloped as a repository (SS
114(a)).

(

Based on draft DOE schedules, the comment period
on the guidelines
will end on March 24, 1983.
During this time WM staff will meet with
DOE, prepare comments on the guidelines, forward
the comments to the
Commission for approval, and then send the comments
to DOE. On April
25. 1983. DOE will provide to NRC a revised draft
of the guidelines which reflect
NRC comments. WM staff will review the revised'draft
and will recommend
to the Compission whether or not NRC should concur
in the guidelines.
The DOE schedule indicates that NRC concurrence
will be requested by
June 3, 1983.
Prolect Manacer:
Product(s):

C. G. Pflum

1. A point paper d~escribing the guidelines and their
application as required by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.
2. Formal comments on DOE draft guidelines.
3. A Commission paper (negative consent) that will
accomoany the staff comments on the guidelines.
4. Formal comments an DOE revised draft guidelines

5. A Commission paper (negative consent) recommending

whether or not NRC should concur in the guidelines.
Other Organization Inouts Reouired: RES. ELD. DOE
will provide copies
of all comment letters.
Concurrence Reouired: ELD legqal review, comments
and Commission Papers
will be coordinated with RES, comments will be
coordinated with EPA, CEQ and USGS.
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Schedule:
Milestone

Date

Prepare point paper
Brief Director, WM
Brief Director, tMSS
Letter to RES requesting tech assistance
-Meet with DOE
Attend Public Hearings on Guidelines
Denver, CO
Seattle, WA
Chicago, IL
New Orleans, LA
Washington, DC
RES comments on draft guidelines
Prepare first'draft of NRC comments
Coordinate NRC comments with USGS, EPA & CEQ
Meet with DOE
Prepare second draft of NRC comments
RES concurrence on second draft
Legal review by ELD on second draft
Transmit to Commission
Transmit to DOE
Coment period ends
Review comment letters sent to DOE
Begin review of revised draft of DOE guidelines
RES comments on revised draft
First draft of NRC comments on revised
draft of ME ;ueielInes
Meet with DOE
Prepare second draft (if necessary)
RES concurrence on second draft
Legal review by ELD
Transmit comments to Commission with
recommendation on whether NRC should concur
in guidelines
Transmit comments and NRC conclusions to DOE

2/7/83
2/7/83
2/9/83
2/10/83
2/15/83
2/28/83
3/2/83
3/4/83
3/7/83
3/10/83
3/7/83
3/10/83
3/10/83-3/17/83
3/14/83
3/16/83
3/17/83
3/17/83
3/18/83
3/24/83
3124/83
3/24/83-4/25/83
4/25/B3
5/3/83
5/11/a3
5/13/83
5/15/83
5/16/83
5/16/83
5/17/83
6/1/83

Resource Implications:
Required Resources:
Budgeted Resources:

FY83:
FY83:

2.0 man-years
0

Source(s) of Unbudgeted Funds: N/A
Impact(s) of Reprogramming: IIRC comments and concurrence
on DOE
guidelines might affect:
1. NRC review of DOE environmental
assessments.
2. NRC review of BWIP site characterization
report.
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Office of Assistant Secretary for Nuclear Energy

•

Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982a
Proposed General Guidelines for the Recommendation of Sites
"for Nuclear Waste Repositories

AGENCYz

Department of Energy

ACTIONs

Proposed Siting Guidelines for Public Review
and Comment

SUMMAR.a

In accordance with the requirements of the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1182 (Public Law 97-425),
inafter referred to as the Act,

here-

the Department of Energy is

I
,"•
!:' V

proposing general guidelines for the recommendation of sites
for repositories for disposal of high-level radioactive
waste and spent nuclear fuel in geologic fcrmaticns.

These

guidelines are based on the criteria that the Department has
used in its National Waste Terminal Storage program,

the

criteria proposed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC),

and the environmental standards proposed by the En

vironmental Protection Agency..

These guidelines establish

the performance requirements for a geologic repository sys
tem, specify how the Department-will implement Its site
selection program,

and define the technical qualifications

that candidate sites must meet In the various steps of the

I
(
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site-selection process mandated by the Act.

After consider

ing comments from the publicl consulting with the Council on
Environmental Quality,

the Administrator of the Environnmn

tal Protection Agency,

the Director of the Geological Sur

vey, and interested Governors; and obtaining NRC concur
rence,

the Department will issue these guidelines in final

form.
DATES:

Comments must be received on or before

4t30 p.m.-E.S.T on [45 days after publication)
their consideration.

to ensure

Dates and locationa of hearings will

be provided in a Subsequent Federal Register notice.

Hear

ings will be scheduled no sooner than 15 days after such
notice.

ADDRESSES:

Comments should be sent toFranklin Z. Coffman

Director
Office of Terminal Waste Disposal and

Remedial Action (NE-20)
U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545
For further information,

contact

Critz H. George
Division of Waste Repository Deployment
Office of Terminal Waste Disposal
and Remedial Action
U.S. Department of Energy
20545
Washington, D.C.
TelephOne: (301) 353-3014

1

I

3
Robert Mussler, Egg.
Deputy Assistant General Counsel for Environment
Office of General Counsel
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave., S.W.
Washington, D.C.
20545
Telephone:
(202) 2S2-6947
SUPPLEMENTARY ZNFORMATZONt
I.

Background

i1.

Description of Proposed Action

"I11.

Comment and Rearing Procedures

IV.

Consultation with the Council on Environmental
Quality, the Administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency,

the Director of the Geologi

cal Survey, and Interested State Governors
V.

Regulatory Impact Analysis

VI.

Compliance with the National Environmental
Policy Act

1.

Background
The Department of Energy (DOE)

has the authority and
the responsibility to provide for the disposal of highly
radioactive waste. The responsibility is derived from the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
1974,

the Energy Reorganization Act of

and the Department of Energy Organization Act of 19771

and the authority was specifically assigned to the DOE by
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (Public Law 97-425),
hereinafter" referred to as the Act.
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In 1980. altar issuing an environme ntal impact state
nerated radioactive

ment on the management of commercially ge

c repositories as

waste (1), the DOE selected mined geologi

I

the preferred means for the disposal of c

(45 FR 26677,

rated high-level and transuranic wastes

- -]

conducting research and development and p
c

--

studies.

Potential sites are being evalu

geologic mediat

erforming siting
ated in several
Early survey stud

basalt, tufft and salt.
it

bu

ies of crystalline rock are under way,

May

he DOE has been

t

To carry out this decision,

14, 1981).

aommercially gen

potential sites

have not yet been determined.

The
ned into law.
On0January 7, 1983, the Act was sig
development
the
•r
fo

Act establishes a process and schedule
of repositories.

Iin this notice are

The guidelines proposed

a required part of that process.

112(a) of the Act
Sectior
•ter the date of the

provides that "not later than 180 days af
enactment of this Act,

the Secretary,

fo

with the Council on Environmental Qualit
of the Environmental Protection Agency,

llowing consultation
y, the Administrator
the Director of the

ars, and the concur
Geological Survey, and interested Govern4
rence of the (Nuclear Regulatory] Commis sion shall issue

I-u

general guidelines for the recommendatioi

repositories.'
These siting guidelines will be us

r'.

for characterization and
nominate sites
termine the suitability of a site for de

repository.

iiL•:-,Y
: :!:
,!

of sites for
o

The characterization of a s

ed to identify and
eventually to de

I
I.4

velopment as a
ite will include the

4.
4
is

i
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1(1

sinking of a shaft to the depth of the repository in
to allow testing in

the host-rock unit.

The Act requires

that prior to the detailed characterization

of a site,

In

and approved by the President.

support of this process

the DOE will issue an environmental assessment,

the site

is

nominated.

the

recommended to the President*

site be formally nominated,

by Sections ll2(b) and (f)

order

of the Act,

as required
when

for each site

Based on an evaluation of each site

against these guidelines,- these environmental assessments
will discuss, aong other things,
for characterization and,

site

the suitability of the
for

to the extent possible,

development as a repository.
The DOE will consult with the Governors of
in

the States

which sites being considered for nomination are located

and conduct public hearings in
fore the site

the vicinity of any site be

is nominated for characterization.

The pur

pose of the hearings will be to obtain comments on the

proposed nomination and recommendations on the issues that
should be addressed in

the environmental assessment and

site-characterization plan for the site.
The DOE is

required

to nominate at least five sites

as suitable for site characterization for selection of the
first

repository sites

to recommend at least three of

sites to the President for such characterization
than January 1, 1985,
first

these

by no later

and to recommend the site for the

repository to the President by March 1187.

In order

to provide sufficient time to characterize and evaluate

1.
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repository,
three sites under consideration for the first
in 1983 and
the DOE expects to begin nominating such sites
by the end
to have recommended three sites to the President
The President may approve or disap
of the Summer of 1953.
or permit the
prove the recommendation .submitted by the DOE
it
characterization to proceed by failing to disapprove
within a specified period of time.
The Act also requires that the process of nomination
of sites, with
and selection be conducted for a second set
no later
a recommendation of three sites to the President
than July 1, 1989.

I

the
Before sinking shafts for site characterization,
for review by
DOE will submit a site-characterization plan
by either the
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and
or the
State in which the recommended site is located
on whose reser
governing body of the affected Indian tribe
be. The site
vation the site is located, as the case may
to the public
characterization plan will be made available
in the vicinity
for review, and public hearings will be held
on the plan.
of each recommended site to obtain comments
Secretary
Section 302(d)(b) of the Act authorizes the

;uI
*1
:1

-4

the provisions
of Energy to construct one repository. Under
the Nuclear
of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 and
or operate
Waste Policy Act of 1982, the DOE can construct
by the NRC.
geologic repositories only after authorization
such
The procedures that the DOE must follow to obtain

7
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authorization from the NRC are prescribed in 10 CFR 60,
suJparts A through 0 (46 MR13980).

These procedures

include requirements for the content Of the DOE's site
characterization plan and other submittals to the NRC.
When the characterization of a site has been com
the DOE will make a preliminary determination on

pleted,

whether the site Is suitable for development as a repository
on the basis of these siting guidelines.

A public hearing

will bie held in the vicinity of each site under considera
tion to inform the residents of the area in which the site
is

located of the results of the characterization and to

1'-'-

obtain their comments concerning possible recommendations
concerning the site.
After completing site characte•izations

and bearings,

and making a preliminary determination that at least three
sites are suitable for repositories, the DOE will recommend
to the President the first
tory.

site to be developed as a reposi

The Act requires that the President then recommend

the first

31, 1987,

site to Congress no later than -arch

a site for a second repository no later than March 31,

and

1990.

The Act does permit up to a year's extension in these dates
if

requested by the DOE.
After a site is recommended to Congress, the State in

1
I

.-.

which the site is located or the Indian tribe on whose res
ervation the site is

located, as the case may be# can submit

a notice of disapproval to Congress within 60 days.
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This disapproval prevents the use of the site for a reposi
tory unless the Congress passes a resolution of siting
approval within the next 90 days of continuous session.
If

the site designation becomes effective because no

notice of disapproval
sional resolution,

submitted or through a Congres

is

the DOE must then submit to the NRC

an application for a construction authorization as part of
the licensing process.

The application must be submitted

not later than 90 days after the effective date of the site
When a construction authorization has been

designation.

received from the NRC,

the construction of the repository

will begin.
I1.

Description of Proposed Action
A.

The objective of these siting

Introduction.

to provide a basis for the recommendation,

guidelines is

characterization,

and selection of sites for the disposal

of radioactive waste in deep geologic repositories.

I

broadly stated guidelines encompass all

These

factors potentially

important to the containment and isolation of the waste

(e.g., site geometry,

geohydrology, geochemistryt tectonic

terrain, human intrusion) as well as the fac

environment,

tors that determine the environmental and socioeconomic
acceptability of a site.

The guidelines are directed
site selections

toward the key objectives in

protecting

the health and safety of the public and protecting the
environment.
Before formulating

these guidelines,

earlier developed and adopted criteria

It
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the DOE had

for establishing

a

I
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deep geologic repositories
in

(2,3).

Published in

January 1980 and in final form in

siting criteria

draft form

February 1981,

the

received extensive review both within

(3)

and outside the DOE.

The draft and request for comments

were sent to more than 800 persons,

including State offi

cials, and comments were received from 24 parties outside
the DOE.

were adopted after a careful con

The criteria

defined for geologic repositories

of criteria
sideration
p

by the National Academy of Sciences (4),
Atomic Energy Agency (5),

the International

earlier programs

the United

in

States (6,7) and advance information from the NRC (8)
available at that time.
The guidelines proposed by this notice have incorpo
ra ted these prior criteria

and have been made compatible

with the proposed criteria

and standards recently issued by

the tRC and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
Within the past year the NRC has nearly completed the
pertinent technical criteria

(9)t and the EPA has issued for

public comment a proposed rule to establish environmental
standards for the management and disposal of spent nuclear
fuel,

high-level,

and transuranic radioactive wastes (10).

These proposed NRC criteria
have provide

and the proposed EPA standards

the DOE with an improved basis for developing

these guidelines.

Additional guidance on the content of

these guidelines was provided by Section 112 of the Act,
which states that the -guidelines ushall specify factors that
qualify or disqualify any site from development as a reposi
tory ....

Such specifications had not been explicitly

-...

t
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included in

other U.S.

criteria previously issued by the DOE or by

and foreign agencies.

The guidelines are presented in three parts:

system

guidelines, program guidelines, and technical guidelines.
The system guidelines address the primary objectives of
protecting the health and safety of the public and the
They relate the performance of the geologic
environment.
repository system to standards for allowable releases of
radioactive material and provide the basis for developing
"the technical criteria. The program guidelines define the
policy requirements to be followed in implementing the DOE'i
program for selecting a repository site. The technical
guidelines specify factors for the qualification and dis
qualification of sites and the conditions that would be
considered favorable or potentially adverse.
The qualification factors in the technical guidelines
generally specify performance requirements and conditions
related to physical properties. physical phenomena, and
potential impacts on people and the environment.

Taken

together, these are the minimum conditions for site qualifi
cation.

Certain of these qualification factors are followed

by explicit factors that would disq,.alify a site or area.
The significance of each factor must :..j determined through
system analyses and be related to the overall performance
In other words, all of the factors
of a specific site.
identified in the technical guidelines must ultimately be

o n40007

0
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*.considered together in an integrated analysis of system per
formance to ascertain whether a site meets the overall sys
tern guidelines.

z-

For example,

the movement of water through

an aquifer, though potentially adverse, may be offset by
downward hydraulic gradients, which tend to direct ground
vater flow to greater depthas

by long ground-water travel

paths; and by the retardation of radionuclide transport by
chemical reactions. Because of the need to evaluate the
effects of individual site parameters on overall perform
ance, it is not appropriate to quantiiy the siting guide
X'.'
J

lines without reference to specific sites.

The technical

are therefore generally qualitative rather than

-guidelines

quantitative.

In regard to disgualifying factors, the

presence of such a factor will result in the elimination of
that site.
Several potential sites have been technically dis
qualified in the past.

For example, the Eleana Shale at

the Nevada Test Site was disqualified because the available
geotechnical information indicated a complexity, due to a
number of interacting factors, that could probably not have
been characterized with confidence by practicable explore
tion methods.

This experience has led to the inclusion of favorable
-"-

and potentially adverse conditions to supplement the quali
fication and disqualification factors.

A similar approach

has been adopted by the NRC in Its proposed siting criteria,

.. • -. . ',.

i-
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"and

:

indeed many of the conditions in

the technical guide

lines are based on those identified by the NRC.

*:

The favorable

and potentially adverse conditions are

primarily directed at factors that, if present, would be
significant in

the evaluation of a site.

For example,

although the favorable conditions listed under any given

qualification criterion need not exist at a given site in
order for that criterion to be met,

their existence

leads to

a presumption that subsequent evaluations will yield posi
tive results.

This is

important in

especially

site-screening activities,

where insufficient data exist to

(0

and program

criteria,

establish compliance with certain
resource

preliminary

limitations require judgments to be made about the

of program resources.

.concentration

Similarly,

the potentially adverse conditions provide

early warning that disqualification could result unless
mitigating factors are present.

.--

Generally,

the potentially

adverse conditions reflect situations that must be examined
carefully

to determine

the overall acceptability

of a site.

Such examinations must consider other conditions present at
a site.
The remainder of this notice of proposed guidelines,
S:

the technical guidelines, contains

-especially

many ref or

ences to, and excerpts fromi (not always verbatim), the most
recent version of the NRC criteria
standards

(10) are also cited.

it

(9).

The proposed EPA

should be noted that when

13
the criteria and standards are released in final form, they
may not correspond exactly to the citations and excerpts
included in this notice.

Changes in the URC criteria or the

EPA standards will be reflected in these guidelines, if
warranted.
B. Rationale for System Guidelines. A radioactive
waste repository must contain and isolate radioactive
material in a manner that is safe and environmentally ac
ceptable.,

The DOE has established system guidelines to

achieve these objectives and to provide a basis f or the pro

gram and technical guidelines discussed in the sections that
follow.

'.0

The system guidelines combine the safety and environ
mental objectives with applicable standards and regulations
to define general requirements for system performance.

t

The

system guidelines address two periods of performanceg (l)
the period that precedes the permanent closure of the re
pository and (2) the period that follows closure.

This

division is consistent with the proposed EPA standards for

~* ~--waste
-

'"-numerical

management, 40 CFR 131, which specify different
performance requirements for these periods.
The EPA's proposed preclosure-performance

requirements

in 40 CYR1 191, Subpart A# are identical with the numerical
performance standards previously issued by the EPA (40 CFR
-

-

190) for all nuclear-fuel-cycle operations except waste man
agement and transportation (11).

Thus, the protection pro

vided to the public from repository operations is equivalent

,

i
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to that provided from other activities in

A.1

cycle.

Another pertinent standard is

the uranium fuel

10 CFR 20

(12),

which

has provided a basis for the NRC's licensing actions for
The DOE's approach in

more than two decades.

basing the

proposed preclosure system guidelines on these two standards
is

consistent with the approach taken by the NRC in

10 CrR

60.111(a).

Compliance with either proposed 40 CFR 191, Subpart A,
or 10 CPR 20 will generally depend both on repository design
and on siting.

Zn its

evaluation of candidate sites the DOE

will comply with those standards and will consider the
effect of individual site characteristics on system design.

r^
- Ir

For the preclosure-performance

objectives,

the site

conditionS of primary concern are (1) the meteorological

,-

conditions

that would control the atmospheric dispersion of

gaseous effluents and (2)

the potential for releases from

pther nearby nuclear facilities
the proposed 40 CFR 191.

governed by 40 CFR 190 or

These concerns are reflected

in

the *favorable" and "potontially adverse conditions* speci
fied in the guidelines.
above,

the basic concern

condition 1

in

regard to site

is

to ensure that the concentra

tions of any radioactive materials that might be released
are acceptably low in areas where people live.

condition 2,

In

regard to

the basic concern stems from the proposed EPA

limit on the combined annual radiation dose that may be de
livered to any member of the general public by the operation

is
Jt

of the repository and the operation of any other facilities

i.

governed by either 40 CFR 190 or the proposed 40 CMR 191.
The proposed EPA postclosure standards are set forth
In 40 CFR 191,

Subpart S.

Unlike the preclosure standardst

which would establish maximum annual doses to individuals,
the postclosure standards place limits on the quantity of
radionuclides that could reach the accessible environment
during the first 10,000 years after the permanent closure of
the repository.
Although the numerical standards specified in the pro
--

posed 40 CFR 191, Subpart R, are cast in terms of the quan

.

tities of radionuclides that might be released rather than
•
`2•

-F

radiation doses,

there is a correlation between the release

limits and the health and safety of the public (47 FR 58196,
Supplementary Information)i

compliance with the release

limits specified in the proposed 40 CPR 191, Subpart B,
should result in postclosure radiation risks no greater than
the risks attributable to a quantity of unmined uranium ore
equivalent to that required to produce the uranium fuel from
which the wastes resulted.
Compliance with these standards Is the basis for the
performance of the repository and thus the guidelines for
-site selection.

The evaluation of the potential concentra

tions of radionuclides at the boundary of the accessible
environment is determined by performance-assessment model
ing.

These performance assessments will consider both the

/.
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specific site characteristics

•"••? :i.
t liiii:•

neered barrier systems.
proposed 40 CFR 191.15,

and the effectiveness of

Furthermore,

engi

in accordance with the

they will not assume that active
and they will

institutional controls will reduce releases,

consider human intrusion and other unplanned events that may
cause a release.
C.
its

Rationale for Program Cuidelines.

responsibilities for the safe disposal of radioactive
P

wastes,

the DOE must recognize and follow national policies

concerning radioactive-waste disposal.
••'%i••1 - •

In discharging

Extending beyond the

technical considerations of siting a safe permanent reposi

i

tory,

• -'L• • -{•..:--:.-.J
:-:•

they include environmental,

cal considerations.

(0

':. "'•.,•:•
i.::.•.•• '.•.i

the last

socioeconomic,

and politi

These policies have been developed over
discussions,

25 years in the course of meetings,

studies, and debates between Federal,

state,

and local

governments and participation by members of the public in
meetings and hearings.
The primary national objective of radioactive-waste
-

o •.

I

disposal is

to isolate existing and future wastes in a
safe and environmentally acceptable.

manner that is

order to provide this permanent

isolation,

In

the DOE consid

ered a number of different methods that could be used,
uated their impacts in

eval

a programmatic environmental impact

statement (1), and selected mined geologic repositories as
the preferred strategy

(46 FR 26677).

r
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1.

Conduct of Site Investigations.

In beginning a

process to identify suitable sites for geologic reposito
ries, various starting points can be used.

One can concen

trate on specific host-rock types that appear to have the
right characteristics for waste Isolation, an lands already
dedicated to handling nuclear materials, or cn particular
hydrogceologic provinces.
;t is important that site studies include a wide range
of alternatives to increase the probability that the search
will be successful.
.. several rock types,

If

detailed work is being performed in

for example, and one rock type turns cut

to be fundamentally unsuitable after extensive investiga
tions, the progran can readily choose another option.
Program policy therefore requires that multiple sites
be investigated to increase the probability of successful
siting.
2.
Tribes.

Consultation with States and Afffocted Indian
The DOE recognizes that close consultation and

cooperation with affected government units are required for
the process of siting a geologic repository to be success

"ful.

Consequently,

DOE policies and the Act spell out

specific provisions .to further -this consultation and
cooperation.

"3.

Livironmentai Immact Ccnziderations.

flNtional

policy under the National Environmental Policy Act (WEPA)
and other public laws requires the DOE to consider the
impact of its action on the environment.

The DOE policy is

r

Z.-
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to adhere rigorously to such requirements,

particularly as

their application is specified in the Act.
4.

Regional Distribution.

Nuclear plants that gen

A'

erate electricity are located or being built throughout the

F

country.

Since the safe disposal of wastes that result from

electricity production will likely require the construction
of more than one repository, a regional distribution of
repositories could provide a more equitable sharing of the
impacts of the repository among the people benefitting from
the generation of the electricity and from the goods and
services produced by that electricity.

Furthermore, the

transportation of wastes from the location of their produc
tion or temporary storage also causes impacts that could be

(0

reduced by selecting the routes over which the wastes are
transported to minimize risk.
The possible advantages of reducing waste transporta
tion must, however,

be weighed against the safey margins

provided by the environmental and geologic conditions of
considered sites.

I

I

I

It

could very well be that acceptable

sites may be found close to centers of waste production or
storage,

but if

these sites are considerably more difficult

to characterize and develop, then the benefit of shorter
transportation routes may be outweighed by these diffi
culties.

Consequea~ly,

DOE policy is to consider trans

portation and current waste locations as two of a large
number of factors.

i

S.

Schedule.

Research and development concerning the

disposal of radioactive waste in geologic formations has
been under way for about 25 years.

During this time a great

deal of technical and scientific knowledge about geologic
disposal has been gained.

The DOE believes that the basic

-scientific knowledge needed for the safe permanent isolation
of radioactive waste is now available, although detailed
investtgations of specific sites, the design and engineering
of facilities and equipment, and careful consideration of
socioeconomic and environmental impacts must still
pleted.

Based upon this understanding,

be com

the Act specifies

*for the development of geologic repositories a time table
and deadlines leading to the operition of the first reposi
"tory in 2998.

The DOE has .modified its repository siting

schedule to conform to the deadlines now prescribed in the

Act.
D.

Rationale for the Technical Guidelines.

In

selecting a site for a radioactive-waste repository that is
safe and environmentally acceptable, it is necessary to con
aider a variety of geotechnical and environmental factors.

-c

The site must provide natural barriers for waste containment

and isolation.

!

These barriers should keep radionuclides

from
reaching
people
quantities
(1) pe
main
taining
the wests
in in
Its unacceptable
emplaed location
for a bygiven
n:od of time (providing was'te containment), (2) limiting

(R0

radionuclide mobility through the geohydrologic environment
to the accessible environment (providing
isolation), and (3)
making human intrusion difficult.

The latter is achieved

,
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principally by locating the repository deep below the ground

surface, well away from people and relatively inaccessible.
The site

must contain a host rock suitable for daveloping

the repository and containing the waste,

and surrounding
Desir

rock formations that can provide adequate isolation.

able hydrologic features include low rates of ground-water
flow,

long flow paths to the environment,

bility..

The important natural attributes of the host rock

include low hydraulic conductivity,

chemical characteristics

that would impede radionuclide transport,

f

conductivity.
priori,

and long-term sta

Many of

and high thermal

these attributes cannot be defined,

in
terms of acceptable or unacceptable conditions

"because the

overall performance of the repository system

depends on the interaction of many factors.
possible to indicate in

It

is,

however,

many cases which attributes are

favorable and which are unfavorable,
tive of

a

and that is

the objec

the technical guidelines presented in Section S.

During the course of site

exploration and research

carried out to date, many have suggested that the most
objective guidelines or criteria would assign a priori
nmerical limits and numerical importance values

(weights)

to each criterion.

This would clearly simplify the applica

tion of guidelines,

since a numerical measure for each site

feature could be tabulated and then an arithmetic total com:

puted for site Suitability.
racniuooeais

misleading,

The simplicity of such an

however,
ofhpsilftroapproach
since it would obscure the

real contribution of each of the physical features of a

1I~A
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site, acting in concert with others,

ability.

to site safety or suit

Different factors that affect different functions

are not easily comparable.

For example,

an exact numerical

tradeoff between a site with a relatively short ground-water
travel time and A second site with marginally acceptable
environmental impacts cannot reasonably be made.

Any at

tempt to make a comparison must assign a relative importance
to these tvo variables.

Such importance weighting Is of

necessity judgmental and specifically dependent cn the sub
jective values held by the person or persons making the com
parison.

To set numerical weights in these guidelines would

be an arbitrary imposition on the values of the Federal and

(49

consulting State officials who must make the decisions In
the future.

The paragraphs that follow explain the rationale
behind the technical guidelines, vnich are presented in
Section 5.
1.

Site Geometry

(Section 5.1).

The repository mast

be at a sufficient depth below the surface so that erosion
and denudation processes will not uncover the repository
within 10,000 years and Its probable isolation will last
much more than 10,000 years.

The depth should also be suf

ficient to mitigate against the repositoryos being breached
-by human activities at the surface.

The thicknscs

and

lateral extent of the host rock should be sufficient to con
tain the underground repository and accommodate the effacts
that might be exerted on the geologic barrier by heat,
radiation, and excavation.

The actual extent will depend on

*

J-_

o

-,~

p

I
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the design of the repository and the rock type.

of the site should permit compliance with the requirements
of the EPA regulations for the accessible environment.
2.

Geohydrology

material is
for it

(Section 5.2).

released from a repository,

the ground-water system.

potential for release,
p

it is

ground-water travel tines,
geometries.

In

the most likely way
through trans

order to evaluate

necessary

this

to characterize

potentiometric

surfaces,

and path

Recharge rates and ground-water residence times

may also be useful in this regard.
cessible environment in

"•f •-•,

If radioactive

to reach the accessible environment is

port in

S.;.

The extent

Travel times to the ac

excess of 1,000 years are desirable;

those longer than 10,000 years are very favorable.

(0A~

The hydrologic regime must be such that it

can be suf

ficiently characterized for the modeling of both present and
future conditions.

Future conditions may include those

occurring at the surface,
tion,

such as impoundments and glacia

as well as subsurface variations due to ground-water

withdrawal

(or injection)

or thermal

flow induced by the

heat generated by the waste.
Existing aquifer systems must be reasonably well iso
lated from the repository workings during operation and

I

after closure.

2

establish aquifer production rates and to evaluate

To ensure such isolation it

is necessary to
the con

sequences for shaft construction and the effectiveness of
Sealing techniques.

I
II
H O(OO7

t~..
.
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The dissolution by ground water of soluble rocks in or
near the repository must also be considered in evaluating

,

the long-term integrity of the site.

Local or regional dig

solution should not breach the.site in 10,000 years, and
longer times are desirable.
3.

Geochemistry (Section 5.3).

The geochemical con

ditions at the site will determine the rate at which radio
active material Is transported through the ground-water
.system if

containment should fail.

Important parameters

which Include solubilitiest sorption capacities, dissolution
rates, the oxidation-reduction environment, and pH-must be
quantified to develop realistic models and to estimate the
concentration of radionuclides at the accessible

environment.

..

The containment capabilities
.........
and lifetimes of the
waste package will depend on the geochemical -parameters
in the repository# particularly in the host-rock environ
meit.

An understanding of the above geochemical parameters

and the temperature history is necessary to address such
Issues as the corrosion of waste oanisters,

the lifetime

of -the waste packages and the effectiveness of other engi
. .

neared barriers like backfills and seals.
4.
Rock Characteristics (Section 5.4).
The con
struction and safe operation of a reposito•, may require
that the general geology of the host rock and adjacent
formations be characterised with regard to their physical

and mineralogical nature.

The presence of weak zones

j
,

...

. ..

..

.

.

.........

f- .y li%

. ......

j,....

.,:

.
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(stratigraphic or structural) will affect the design of a

I

repository and its eventual sealing.

The presence of fluids

could present an operational hazard and conceivably an
unacceptable site condition if
ance is

the impact on system perform

too deleterious.

The host rock must also be understood with respect to
repository-induced
fractires,
ponents,

impacts.

Phenomena like heat-induced

the hydration and/or dehydration of mineral com

and brine migration will have to be evaluated for

the actual host-rock environment in

'I

order to determine

their

effect on the performance of the geologic repository.
5.

Tectonic Environment

(Section 5.5).

Both the

operation and the long-term integrity of a geologic

(0

reposi

tory can be affected by tectonic phenomena at or near the
site.

Earthquakes

can generate ground motions that will

require special design specifications but can be accom
modated if

anticipated.

Existing faults or potential new

faults could adversely affect the performance of a reposi
tory if

they short-circuit the geologic barrier between the

repository and the accessible environment.
are not necessarily detrimental,

Faults,

however,

and a thorough understand

ing of any existing faults is required before their impact

I.1

can be evaluated.
Lhe Isydrologi(i

Some existing faults may actually improve

uond!iuions,

but they must be characterized

well enough to incorporate them into the hydrologic model.
Regional

tectonics must be understood to evaluate

tential for,

and the impacts of,

x~

k~~f~k~~j'

the po

any new faulting that may

pen,-

V*.
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impacts on the hydrologic regimes as well as on the

occur.

integrity of the repository must be considered.

Rates of

uplift or subsidence must be factored into the modeling of
future ground-water systems as well.

Past tectonic movement

may have produced a ve.ry complicated structure.
structure is preferred for siting.
complex,

it

(If

A simple

the structure is too

may be difficult to adequately characterize a'

site.). Igneous and volcanic activity in the recent geologic
past (the past million years) must be identified to deter
mine the probability of such phenomena affecting the site in
the future. Existing intrusions like dikes or sills could
present complications in the hydrologic model and conse

.
4

quently must be evaluated if they occur at.the site.

In

situ stress fields must be ccnsidere6*in the construction
and sealing of the repository.

6. Human
,8ntrusio 4Section s.6).

At-sites with

adequate geologic and hydrologic properties,

human intrusion

is the most probable way of breaching a repository.

It

is

desirable to reduce both the likelihbod of human intrusion
and to select a site where the consequences of such intru
human
sion are not unacceptable if they occur. Although

Intrusion can never be ruled out over a period as long as
10,000 years,

by siting in areas where known concentrations of
valuable minerals are limited or by avoiding, to the extent

12- 'reduced

practical,

1R

the potential-for human intrusion can be

locations where prospective uses of underground

••"•-"':IC
--.i14"

n-11•"

_

r
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formations may occur.

Since these measures and administra

tive controls will reduce,
human intrusion,

but not eliminate,

the risk of

should be evaluated with such

the site

breaches in nind.
.7

44I3des these long-term safety aspects,
mst also be given to the value of resources
be

ixploited if they occurred within a site.

consideration
that could not
To ensure that

no near-term violation of site integrity will occurt the use

!i•••i(

of the site

should be controlled through the operational and

monitoring periods.

S I•

Surface Characteristics

7.

(Section 5.7).

Various

surface conditions at the site may affect the development,
operation,
tory.

and long-term performance

The surface facilities

of a geologic raposi

should not be located where

surface flooding could jeopardize repository operations.
The current and future use of surface water (i.e.,
tion or reservoirs)

should be considered in

potential impacts on the hydrologic regime.

irriga

terms of
The terrain

must be evaluated with respect to the construction and safe
operation of a facility.

A rugged terrain would increase

the cost of construction and possibly the hazards of
transportation.
Weather conditions must also be considered in

siting

because the construction and operation of a repository will
add various pollutants

to the atmosphere.

quality and weather data for the site

(i

The current air

must be evaluated to

determine whether the contribution of repository operations

I

I
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-

•would
-

-.

be acceptable.

Other attrib utes that must be taken

into consideration are the present e and proximity of other
activities and facilities.

The pr esence of roads,

rail

roads, and industrial or military installations may present
various potential hazards to a rep ository, and vice versa.
8.

Population Density and Distribution (Section
5.8).
The density and the distrib ution of population are
* A low population
alwayA important in site selection
•ensity in the area of the site wL11 minimize exposure to

hazards associated with potential accidents.

Zt is also

necessary to recognize the impacts that might accrue from
-

the use of likely transportation r
9.

Cutts.

9nvironmental Protection (Section 5.9).

Not only

must the site ensure safe operatioen and long-term waste iso
lation, it

must also be acceptable in terms of environmental

•mpacts both now and in the future * All interactions with
the environment must be considered and the candidate re
site will be evaluated ith respect to all appIL

.positoy

:.

I

+_• .....

cable laws,

regulations,

and execu tive orders.

Mitigation

:measures will be evaluated for the Impacts anticipated at

the site.
10.

Socioeconomic impacts

.Section S.10).

'ho con

struction and operation of a repos itory could produce a
considerable influx of people and money.
may be both beneficial and adverse
recognition of these effects will
-undesirable consequences.

The consequences

The proper and timely
allow the mitigation of

I.,'

r77-
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E.

Application of Guidelines.

The guidelines provide

a set of standards against which a considered site or a
larger geographical area can be judged with regard to its
suitability for repository development and operations.
These broadly stated guidelines encompass all factors po

Itectonic

tentially important to the containment and isolation of the

S~waste

(e.g.,

site geometry, geohydrology, geochemilstry,

environmente

terrain, human intrusion) as Well as

the environmental and social acceptability of candidate
The criteria

sites.

are directed toward the key objective

in site selection: designating a site that will provide pro
tection for the health and safety of the public and the

A

environment.

*CBefore

potentially suitable sites can be nominated,
such sites mist be found through an exploratory screening
process.

"Site screening" describes a process in which a

set of decisions are made sequentially to identify sites
favorable for waste disposal.

The site-screening process is designed to ensure that
major uncertainties are adequately resolved before proceed
ing with detailed site

characterization.

Each step builds a

base of understanding f or steps that follow.

"*

-

However, only

after detailed site characterization has been completed can
a site's characteristics be shown to meet performance crn

teria and regulatory requirements.

The DOE recognizes that

"perfect" or "flawless" sites for repositories do not exist
in nature and that possibly innumerable sites could be shown

jiG;_4
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to be suitable.

Since the study of all potential sites is
unnecessary and would be prohibitively expensive, the DOE
plant to concentrate its studies on only the more favorable
sites.

Screening decisions to focus subsequent exploration
en certain areas will be made to allow resources to be ex

pended on places judged most likely, after full site char-I
acterization, to be demonstrably safe and acceptable under
regulatorX review. Thust the screening process is not do

signed to Identify all acceptable sites In the countryl
rather., It is intended to first Identify at least five nomi
mated sites, then three or more candidate sites recommended
for site characterization., and finally the most preferredI
site for licensing and subsequent development.
since adequate data do not normally exist to allow
confident modeling of prospective sites until weil into site

characterization, It is not possible to rigorously applyI

many of the guidelines early in the site-screening process.
Some conditions can be examined and may disqualify a site
from consideration because they are clearly inadequate.
Such clearly disqualifying conditions are stated where pa;
sible.

Most conditions will, however, fall Into an area.
where they can be declared as favorable or potentially
adverse.

The Identification of favorable conditions does
not guarantee that a site will be acceptable but Increases
the probability that it will be. On the other hand, the
Identification of a potentially adverse condition does'not
rule cut a site but focuses attention on a condition which

f
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must be carefully examined in combination with other condi
tions at the site and which unless alleviated by these other
conditions could lead to disqualification.
The suitability of a location cannot be established
on the basis of only one or two characteristics,

such as

tectonics or geochemistry; nor can it be expected that
.

perfect locations will be found, where every characteristic
is ideal.
neared,

Geologic systems are found as they are, not engi

so each candidate location will have advantages and

disadvantages that will be compared in narrowing the range
of alternatives or, ultimately,

in selecting sites.

While

one land unit might be considered less than favorable on the
basis of tectonic factors alone, other characteristics like

(

land use or geohydrology may be so favorable as to provide
an adequate counterbalance.
A great many factors must be evaluated before a site
can be identified and shown to be suitable through detailed
study.

Site screening usually begins by considering a

limited number of factors over large land units to identify
places that exhibit characteristics favorable for waste
isolation.

Further study of all but the more favorable land

units is deferred indefinitely or until such time as in
tractable uncertainties arise at places undergoing further
The screening process becomes increasingly rigorous

Sstudy.

as smaller land units are identified,

additional factors are

considered, and increasing data are acquired.

..

.

__~
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The size of the land unit being studied, and there
fore the number of steps or surveys performed, is at least
partially dictated by the size or expression of geographi
cally discrete features that may affect the safety of the
repository.

Therefore,

national, broadly regional, or

fairly specific locations may be either a starting point or
one of several steps in the screening.

Investigative

methods and data used in analyses will likewise depend on
the particular factors important at the geographic scale of
concern and the physical conditions and institutional con
cerns in a given area.

Decisions to continue or discontinue

the study of land units can be made during any of the survey
steps.
Once three or more sites are recommended and approved
,by the President, site.characterization

is undertaken by

collecting and evaluating the necessary information about
the physical,

chemical, geologic, biological, and socioeco

nomic environmentd

Detailed surface and subsurface studies

will be performed et-a small number of candidate sites.

At

this stage, all of the guidelines are employed as a compre
hensive set of standards against which suitability is

measured.
r.
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Comment and Rearing Procedures

112.

A.

Written Comments.

Interested persons are invited

to participate in" these proposed guidelines by submitting

0data,
lines.

views, or arguments concerning the proposed guide
Comments should be aubmitted, in duplicate if

pos

sible, to the address given in the addresses section of
this notice and Identified on the envelope and document
submitted with the designation OGuidelines for Siting Radio

comments must be

active Wton
received b

[45 days from=dateof publicadion)

to ensure

j

consideration.
All written comments received will be available for
public inspection in the DOE Reading Room? Room 1E-190,
Forrestal Building# 1000 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washing
ton, D.C., between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4030 p.m.,
Xonday through Friday.
*

4

.by

Any information or data considered

the person furnishing it

to be confidential must be so

I

t

5.

.4

I

I
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identified.

The DOE reserves the right to determine the

confidential status of information or data and to treat it
accordingly.
B.

Hearing Procedures.

The dates and locations of

I

public hearings on the guidelines will be published in a
subsequent Federal Register notice.

-i

The hearings will be

I

scheduled no sooner than 15 days following such notice.
Hearipg procedures and requirements for persons wishing to

4.

make an oral presentation will be specified in that notice.
IV.

4

I

Consultation with the Council on Environmental
ouality, the Administrator of the Envircnmental
Protection Agency,
Survey,

the Director of the Geological

and the Interested State Governors

As tequired by Section 112 of the Act,

the DOE has

entered into consultation with the Council on Environmental
Quality, the Administrator of the Environmental Protection

t

Agency,

the Director of the Geological Survey,

ested Governors.

and inter

The consultation period will coincide with
j

the 45-day public review period.
V.

Regulatory Impact Analysis
The DOE finds that Sections 503 and $04 of the Regu

II,

I

latory Flexibility Act, 5 U.5.C.

55 603-604,

do not apply

to the issuance of these guidelines because their issuance
will not have a significant economic impact on a substantial
number of small entities

since they merely articulate

proposed considerations for the Secretary of Energy's

the
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recommendatLons to the President of proposed sites for
repositories.
.......

V1.

Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act

(REPAI
The Issuance of these guidelines is a preliminary
decislonmaking activity pursuant to Section 112(e) of the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 and therefore does not
require the preparation of an environmental impact statement
pursuant to Section 102(2)(C) of REPA or any other envLron
mental review under Section 102(2)(E) or ()
Issued In Washington,

D.C.& on

_,

of NEPA.
1983.

66
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I1.0

GUIDELINES FOR SITING RADIOACTIVE-WASTE REPOSITORIES
APPLICABILITY
These guidelines were developed in accordance with the
requirements of Section 112 of the Act for use by the Secre
tary of Energy in evaluating the suitability of sites for
radioactive-vaStC repositories and recommending such sites
pursuant to that Act.
2.0

DEFINITIONS
Accessible environment.

."j

The atmosphere,

the land sur

face, surface waters* oceans, and the parts of the litho
lsphere

that are more than 10 kilometers in any direction
from the original location of any of the radioactive waste
in a disposal system.

SAquifer.

A zone of rock below the surface of the
earth that readily transmits water and is capable of
producing water as from a well.
Capillary fringe.

in which the pressure

A zone

is

less than atmospheric, overlying the zone of saturation and
containing capillary interstices.
Containment.

Confinement of the radioactive wastes

within prescribed boundaries (e.g.,

::

Disqualifying condition.

within a waste package).

A condition that,

if

present

at a candidate site, would eliminate that site from further
consideration.

..- •

A single disqualifying condition is

sufficient.
Disturbed zone.
•

That portion of the controlled area

whose physical or chemical properties have changed as a

37

result of underground facility-construction or heat gen
crated by the emplaced radioactive waste msuch that the
resultant change in properties may have a significant effect
an the performance of the geologic'repository.
Engineered barrier.

Manmade components of a disposal

system designed to prevent the release of radionuclides Into
the geologic medium Involved.

such term includes the high

level radioactive waste form, high-level radioactive waste
canisters, and other materials placed over and around such
:canisters.
-~

.Fault.

A fracture In the earth's crust along which
movement parallel to the fracture plane has displaced one
side of the fracture relative to the other side.
Faulting.

The tectonic process that results in dis

placement along a fault.
Favorable condition.

A conditign that,, if present.

will not necessarily qualify a site relative to a specific
*

criterion but will enhance confidence that subsequent
analysis will show that the criterion can be met.
Geologic repository.

J

Any system licensed by the NRC

that -isIntended to be used for, or may be used for, the
permanent deep geologic disposal of high-level radioactive
waste and spent nuclear fuel, whether or not such system is
designed to permit tho recovery, for a limited period during
initial operation, of -any materials placed in such system.
Such term Includes both surface and subsurface areas at
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which high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel
handling activities are conducted.

*

Io

Geologic setting.

The tectonic, geologic, hydrologic.

and geochemical systems of a region in which a site is or
may be located.
Highly populated area.

i•?
Ii
IrI

The population center as

sociated with a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area.
Host rock.

Rock within which radioactive waste is

emplaced for disposal.
Hydrologic properties.
water,

Those properties of rocks and

including their chemistry,

that influence the flow of

ground water.
Igneous activity.

Emplacement (intrusion) of molten

rock material into solid rocks in the earth's crust or ex
,I

Ii
-1

pulsion (extrusion) of such material onto the earth's sur
face or into its atmosphere or water bodies.
Isolation.

Inhibiting the transport of radioactive

a

material in the subsurface so that the amounts and

I

concentrations of this material entering the accessible

I
I
-|
!4

environment will be kept within prescrib•e
Models.

limits.

Conceptual definitions and associated

mathematical representations that simulate the response of
a repository system under natural or perturbed conditions.
An example is a hydrologic model to predict ground-water

I
I

travel or radionuclide transport from the waste-emplacement
area to the accessible environment.

I
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Permanent closure.

Final backf illing of the under

ground facility and the sealing of shafts and boreholes.
Potentially adverse condition.

A condition that, if

present, will not disqualify a site relative to a specific
criterion but will require additional analysis, specific
site characterization,

or identification of compensating or

mitigating factors before qualifying the site.
pPre-waste-emplacement.

Under conditions that exist

before repository development.
Qualifying condition.

A condition that, If met,

indicates that a site is acceptable with respect to a
specific criterion.

,VI

Radioactive waste.

For the purposes of these

guidelines "radioactive waste* is-defined as .high-level
radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel.

I.v

Repository.

See *geologic repository.*

Saturated zone.

--I,.:

That part of the earth's crust

beneath the deepest water table in which all voids, large
and small, are ideally filled with water under pressure
greater than atmospheric.
Site.

• I
•'••-/

A surface location and the underlying rocks,

Including the underground facility and extending through a
control zone from which incompatible activities will be
restricted after permanent closure.

(to
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System performance.
all

The

total,

integrated

result of

acting processes and events caused by or affecting a

repository.
Tectonic.

Of,

pertaining to, or designating the rock

structure and external forms resulting from the deformation

:i I

of the earth's crust.
Underground facility.

The underground structure,

cluding mined openings and backfill materials,
shafts,

boreholes,

The zone between the land surface

and the deepest water table.

(0d

1: 1

but excluding

and their seals.

Unsaturated zone.

fringe.

in

Generally, water in

It

includes

the capillary

this zone is

under less than

atmospheric pressure, and some of the voids may contain air
or other gases at

atmospheric pressure.

Beneath flooded

areas or in perched water bodies the water pressure locally
may be greater than atmospheric.
3.0

SYSTEM GUIDELINES
The key objective in

the siting and design of the re

pository system shall be the protection of public health and
safety and the quality of the environment.

3.1

PERFORMANCE BEFORE PERMANENT CLOSURE
The repository operations area shall be sited and de

signed to comply with the limits established by the Nuclear

Regula•e_--

C--mmissicn in 10 CFR 20 and by t.a Environmental

Protection Agency in

the proposed 40 CFR 191# Subpart A,

Environmental Standards for Management and Storage.

A site
{

41

09

shall be discualified if during site

be

investigation it

comes clear that the site, together with state-of-the-art
engineered systems and controls,
at

that site from complying with 10 CFR 20 and the proposed

40 CMI
a.

will preclude a repository
"

.

191, .Subpart A.

Favorable Conditions

"1.A

combination of meteorological conditions and

low p~pulation densities such that few,

if

any,

members of

the general public would be exposed to radiation due to
emissions during repository operation.
2.

Absence of-contributing radioactive

other nuclear facilities

(if

releases from

governed by 40 Cfl 190 or the

proposed 40 CFR 191 that would require consideration
accordance vith 40 CFM
b.

in

191.03.
A*

Potentially Adverse Conditions
1.

Presence of ether nuclear facilities

governed by

the proposed 40 CFR 191 with actual or projected releases at
or near the maximum value permissible under those-standards.
2.

Proximity to populated areas that could be

routinely affected by repository effluents considering
prevailing meteorological conditions.
3.2

PERFORKA24CE AFTER PERMANENT CLOSURE
ea-of t.-he
cou
teptmn
taafe
loaleaa~aac
The site and engineered systems shall provide rea

repository,

credible postulated releases of radioactive

materials to the accessible environment will not eceed.
the quantities of radioactive materials that may enter the

•.•::• • .4.

I.

i
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environment as specified in
part B,

the proposed 40 CFR 191,

Sub

Environmental Standards for Disposal.

A site

shall be disqualified if

that influence radionuclide

the characteristics

transport are too complex

to

allow reasonable confidence of compliance with the proposed
40 CFR 191.13 when considered in
the-art engineered systems,

conjunction with state-of

including

those required under

10 CPR 60.113.
Favorable Conditions
a.
1.

Ground-water travel times to the accessible

environment of more than 10,000 years.
2.

Geochemical conditions or ground-water volumetric

flow limits that limit radionuclide releases.
3.

A geologic setting that is easily characterized or

modeled with existing performance-assessment techniques.
b.

Potentially Adverse
Geologic settings,

Conditions
site geometries and characteris

tics, and radionuclide-transport
extremely difficult
4.0

characteristics

that are

to characterize and model.

PROGRAM GUIDELINES

Program guidelines specify how the DOE will conduct
its program to identify and select potential sites for the
development of geologic repositories.
for radict±ivc-.'a-t-

--i-p-c-l

The national policy

primarily articulaLad

in

the Act and has resulted from several years of studies and
discussions at the Federal, State, and local government

I

I
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environment as specifiled in the proposed 40 CFR 191, Sub

part 3, Environmental Standards for Disposal.
A site shall be disqualifiLed if the characteristics
that influence radionuclide transpoart are too complex to
allow reasonable confidence of compliance with the proposed
40 Cfl 191.13 when considered in conjunction with state-Of

the-art engineered systems, Including those required under

10 CFR 60.113.
a. Favorable Conditions
1. Ground-water travel times to the accessiblef
environment of more than 10#000 years.I
2.

Geochemical conditions or ground-water volumetricI

flow limits that limit radionuclide releases.

3.

A geologic setting that is easily characterized or

modeled with existing performance-assessment techniques.
b.

Potentially Adverse-Conditions

Geolog ic settings, site geometries and characteris-J
tics, and radienuelide-transport characteristics that are
extremely difficult to characterize and model.
4.0

PROGRAM! CTJVELINES
Program guidelines specify how the DOE will conduct

its program to identify and select potential sites for the
development of geologic repositories. The national policy
for radicactive-waste dicponal i: primarily articulated in
the Act and has resulted from several years of studies and
discussions at the Federal# State# and local government

I

'I
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Program guidelines are directions for implementing

level.

this national policy.
CONDUCT OF SITE INVESTIGATIONS

4.1

Studies to identify potential repository sites will
consider several geologic media, different hydrogeologic
settings, and lands already dedicated to the nuclear activ
ities of the Federal Government.

To the extent practicable,

sites recommended for detailed characterization &hall be in
different geologic media.
CONSULTATION WITH STATES AND AFFECTED INDIAN TRIBES

4.2

The DOE shall provide to State officials and to the
governing bodies of any affected Indian tribe timely and
complete information regarding both plans and results con
cerning all phases of site evaluation,
characterization
tory.

investigation, and

and the development of a geologic reposi

Written responses to written requests for information

from officials of affected states or Indian tribes will be
provided within no more than 30 days.
In performing any aspect of the geologic repository
program,

the DOE shall consult and cooperate with the

governor and the legislature of an affected State and the
governing body of an affected Indian tribe in an effort to
resolve concerns regarding public health and safety, en
viroamental,

and economic imp-iots of any proposed

repository.

-~~

-------
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If

requested,

or after notifying states or Indian

tribes that potentially acceptable sites have been identi
fied within a State or tribal land,

the DOE shall seek to

enter into binding written agreements

to specify procedures

for consultation and cooperation with the affected State or
Indian tribe.
4.3

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS
Environmental impacts shall be given due consideration

throughout the site-characterization
processes.

and site-selection

The environmental assessments that accompany the

nomination of sites

shall include the following items as

specified by Section 112 of the Act:
i)

an evaluation as to whether the site under considera
tion is

suitable for site characterization under these

siting guidelines;
ii)

a preliminary evaluation as to vhether the site

under

consideration vould be suitable for a repository by
comparison to those siting guidelines that can be
invoked vithout the results of site characterizations
iii)

an evaluation of the effects of site characterization
activities

on the public health and safety and the

environments
iv)

a reasonable

comparative evaluation of the site

'consideration vith other sites

under

and locations that have

been consideredi
v)

a description of the decision process vhich led to the

site being recommended:

I

4s
an assessment of the regional and local impacts of
locating a geologic repository at the site being

vi)

"!

recommended.
--

' '

A final environmental impact statement will be sub
mitted in support of a decision to recommend a site to the
as suitable
sPredent for the construction of a geologic

r
-I•

repository.

Written in accordance with Section 114(f) of

the Act, this Statement will be based on the requirements
t

of the National Environmental Policy Act and will be the
"

vehicle for evaluating the environmental acceptability of
the recommended site in comparison to the available

alternatives.
4.--4

REGZONAL DISTR•U•TZON,

"After the

selection of the first repository site, a

"major consideration in siting additional repositories shall
be regional distribution.

The DOE shall consider the ad

vantages of regional distribution in the siting of reposi
tories to the extent that technical, policy, and budgetary
considerations permit.
4.5
-

,

SCHEDULE FOR THE FIRST REPOSITORY
'The.DOE shall nominate at least five sites determined
suitable for site characterization and subsequently recom
mend to the President at least three of these nominated

...
J

sites for detailed characterization 'as candidate sites.

Hot

later than March 31, 1987, the President shall submit to the

,l

Congress a recommendation of .one site from the three sites

O-WHGO7
.... ..o. - .
-

I-

If
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initially

characterized

that the President considers quali

fLed for application for a construction authorization for a

repository.
4.6

SCHEDULE FOR THE SECOND REPOSITORY

The DOE shall nominate at least five sites determined

r

!!

suitable for site characterization and subsequently recom
mend to the President at least three of these nominated
sites

for characterization

than March 31,

1990,

as candidate sites.

Not later

the President shall submit to the

Congress a recommendation of a second site from any sites
already characterized

that the President considers qualified

for a construction authorization for a second repository.

I

'*1
*

I
I

I

I
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5.0

TECHNICAL GUIDELINES

5.1

SITE GEOMETRY
The geologic repository shall be located

in

a geologic

setting that physically separates the radioactive wastes
from the accessible environment and has a volume of rock
adequate for placement of the underground facility.
5.1.1

DEPTH OP UNDERGROUND FACILITIES
The site

shall allow the underground facility

to be

placed at a minimum depth such that reasonably foreseeable
human activities and natural processes acting at the surface

will

not lead to a projection of radionuclide

greater than those discussed in

Section 3.2.

The site shall be disqualified if
not allow all

releases

site conditions do

portions of the underground facility

except

j
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the shafts to be at least 200 meters from the directly
overlying ground surface.
a.

Favorable Conditions
1.

Site conditions permitting the emplacement of

waste at a minimum depth of 300 meters from the ground sur
face (10 CFR 60.122(;)(6)).
2.

A geologic setting where the nature and rates of

the geomorphic processes that have been operating during the
past million years would,

if continued in the future,

not

affect or would favorably affect the ability of the geologic
repository to isolate the waste (10 CFR 60.122(b)(1)).
b.

Potentially Adverse Conditions
A geologic setting that shows evidence of extreme ero

6lon during the past million years (10 CFR 60.122(c)(17)).

5.1.2

THZCKNESS AND UATER.AL EXTENT OF THE HOST ROCK
The thickness and lateral extent of the host rock

shall accommodate the underground facility and ensure that
impacts induced by the construction of the repository and by
waste emplacement will not lead to a projection of
radionuclide releases greater than those discussed in
Section 3.2.
a.

Favorable Conditions
The host rock is of sufficient extent to allow

significant latLtude in terms of depth,
location of the underground facility.

S!HGOuo7

configuration, or
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b.

Potentially Adverse Conditions
A volume of rock with physical properties

the underground facility

adequate for

but laterally restricted to a small

portion of the site.
GEOHYDROLOGY

5.2

The geohydrologic regime in which the site is
shall be compatible with waste containment,

located

isolation,

and

retrieval.
3.2.1

PRESENT AND FUTURE HYDROLOGIC CONDITIONS
The present and probable future geohydrologic

regime

of the site shall be capable of preventing radionuclide
transport from the repository to the accessible environment
in

amounts greater than those discussed in Section 3.2.

"The site
-J'.waste-emplacumant

j

*1

shall be disqualified if

the average pre

ground-water travel time along the path

of likely radionuclide travel from the disturbed zone to
the accessible environment is
a.

less than 1,000 years.

Favorable Conditions

1. The nature and rates of hydrologic procezses oper
ating within the geologic setting during the past million
years would,

if

continued in

the future,

not affect or would

favorably affect the ability of the geologic repository to
isolate the waste (10 CFR 60.122(b)(1)).
2.
For disposal in the saturated zone,
:

iconditions

hydrologic

that provide a host rock with a low horizontal

49
i

and vertical permeabilityl a downward or predominantly hori
zontal hydraulic gradient in the host rock; and a low verti
cal permeability and low hydraulic potential between the
host rock and the surrounding hydrogeologic unites or a
pre-waste-explacement ground-water travel time along the
fastest path of likely radionuclide travel from the dis
turbed zone to the accessible environment that substantially
exceeds 1,000 years (10 CfY

60.122(b)(2)).

'3.• For disposal in the unsaturated zone, hydrogeo
.logic conditions that provide a low and nearly constant
moisture content in the host rock and the surrounding hydro
-geologic unitso or a water table sufficiently below the
underground facility such that the capillary fringe does not
encounter the host rocks or a laterally extensive low
permeability hydrogeologic unit above the host rock that
would divert the downward infiltration of water beyond the
limits ef the underground facilityl or a host rock with a
high saturated permeability and an effective porosity that
provides for free drainages or a climatic regime in which
precipitation is a small percentage of the potential evapo
transpiration (10 CFR 60.122(b)(3)).
b.

Potentially Adverse Conditions
None specified.

5.2.2

RYDROLOGZC MODELTNG
The geohydrologic regime shall be capable of being

characterized with sufficient certainty to permit modeling
to show that present and probable future conditions would

UAn S

........
artT

I
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lead to a projection of radionuclide releases
those discussed in
a.

Section 3.2.

Favorable Conditions
Sites that have simple stratigraphie

sequences and a lack of structural,

~-. I

y-

less than

and hydrogeologic

tectonic,

or cross

cutting igneous features such that the geohydrology can be
readily characterized and modeled with reasonable certainty.
b.
'N -.

....

-

Potentially Adverse Conditions
1.

.9..

Potential for foreseeable human activities to ad

versely affect the ground-water flow system,
water withdrawal,

t " :~-. L • :.

extensive

irrigation,

such as ground

the subsurface in

jection of fluids, underground pumped storage, military

(.

I:.

activities,

I..

or the construction of large-scale

1

-*

surface-water

impoundments (10 CFR 60.122(c)(2)).

2.

Potential for natural phenomena like landslides,

subsidence,

or volcanic activity of such a magnitude that

they could create large-scale surface-water impoundments

I.

that could change the regional ground-water flow system
(10 CFR 60.122(c)(3)).
3.

Potential for the water table to rise sufficiently

to cause the saturation of waste-emplacement areas in

the

unsaturated zone (10 CFR 60.122(c)(4)).

4.
lift,
".{-

I

"

-.- I"-

Potential for structural deformation--such as up

subsidence, folding, or faulting--that may adversely

affect the regional ground-water flow system (10 CFR
60.122(c)(5)).

I

-.

I

I
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S.

Potential for changes in hydrogeologic conditions

that would increase the transport of radionuclides to the
accessible environment. such as changes in the hydraulic
gradient, average interstitial velocity, storage coeffi
cient, hydraulic conductivity# natural recharge,

potentio

metric levels, and discharge points (10 CPR 90.122(e)(6)).
S. Potential for adverse changes in hydrologic
conditions
resulting from reasonably foreseeable climatic
P
changes (10 CPR 60.122(c)(7)).
5.2.3

SHAFT CONSTRUOCTION
The geohydrologLc regime of the site shall allow the

construction of repository shafts and maintenance of the
integrity of shaft liners .nd
a.

seals,

Favorable Conditions
Absence of large highly transmissive aquifers between

the host rock and the land surface.
b.

Potentially Adverse Conditions
Rock or ground-water conditions that would require

complex engineering measures in the design and construction
of the underground facility or in the sealing of boreholes
and shafts (10 CnR 60.122(c)(21)).
5.264

DISSOLUTZON FMATURES
The site shall be such that any subsurface rock dis

solution that may be occurring or is likely to occur would
-not lead to a projection of radionuclide releases greater
than those discussed in Section 3.2.

&L.

p

it

shall be disqualified if

The site

is

shown that

active dissolution fronts would cause significant
to the site

interconnection of the underground facility
hydrogeologic system during the first
a.

10,000 years.

Conditions

Favorable

No evidence that the host rock within the operations

area was subject to dissolution during the past million
years.
b.

Potentially Adverse Conditions
Evidence of dissolution, such as breccia pipes,

or brine pockets (10 CFR 60.122(c)(11)).

lution cavities,
5.3

disso

GEOCUE!ISTRY

The site shall have geochemical characteristics com
(-.

patible with waste containment,
The site

_-....: .

and retrieval.

shall be such that the chemical interactions among

radionuclides,

:.4•

isolation,

rock,

ground water, and engineered components

would not lead to a projection of radionuclide
greater than those discussed in
a.

Section 3.2.

Conditions

Favorable
1.

releases

The nature and rates of the geochemical processes

operating within the geologic setting during the past mil
lion years would,

if

the future, not affect or

continued in

would favorably affect the ability of the geologic
repository to isolate the waste (10 CFR 60.122(b)(1)).
2.

i..

Geochemical conditions

that promote the precipita

tion or sorption of radionuclidesi

'

colloids,

particulates,

inhibit the formation of

and inorganic and organic complexes

1! 11P,

-r

M6A

-airair

a

7

sair-E&H

-

... -

&Sf.'
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that increase the mobility of radionuclides; or inhibit the
transport of radionuclides by particulates,
complexes

•. , .

3.

colloids,

and

(10 Cli 60.122(b)(4)).

Mineral assemblages that, when subjected to the

expected thermal loading, will remain unaltered or will be

altered to mineral assemblages vith equal or increased
capability to inhibit radionuclide transport (10 CFR

60.122(b)(5)).
0.

b.

Motentially Adverse Conditions
1.

Ground-water conditions in the host rock-

including chemical composition, high Ionic strength, or oxi
•

.

dizing or reducing conditions and pH-that could increase
the solubility or chemical reactivity of the engineered bar
rier systems (10 CMi 40.122(c)(8)).
2.

Geochemical processes that would reduce the sorp

tion of radionuclides, result in the degradation of the rock
strength, or adversely affect the performance of the engi
neered barrier systems (10 ClR 60.122(c)(9)).
*1•-•

-•

3.

For disposal in the saturated zone,

ground-water

conditions in the host rock that are not chemically reducing

-(10 Cr 60.122(c)(10)).
5.4

ROCK CHARACTERISTICS
The site shall have geologic characteristics compat

ible with waste containment,
5.4.1

isolation# and retrieval.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
The site shall provide a geologic system that is

&

capable of accommodating the geomechanical,

chemical,

I

A
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thermal, and radiation-induced stresses that are expected to
be caused by interactions between the waste and the host
rock.
a.

Favorable Conditions
None specified.

b.

Potentially Adverse Conditions
Potential for such phenomena as thermally induced

A7.

•,I ,.

fractures, hydration and dehydration of mineral components,
brine migration,

or other physical,

chemical,

or radio

logical phenomena that could lead to projections of radionu
clide releases greater than those discussed in Section 3.2.
5.4.2

OPERATIONAL SAFETY
The site shall be such that the Construction,

opera

tion, and closure of underground areas will not cause undue
hazard to repository personnel.
The site shall be disqualified if

the applicable

safety requirements of the DOE and the NRC could not be met.
a.

Favorable Conditions
None specified.

b.

Potentially Adverse Conditions

1.

Rock conditions that would require complex engi

neering measures in the design and construction of the
underground facility or in the sealing of boreholes and
f1

=.af:

2.

C".1 U. ....

(
€3.1)).
c

Geomechanical properties that would not permit

underground openings to remain stable until permanent
closure (10 CFR 50.122(c)(22)).

Mot6•

-Wis.1a1nnf7-

TECTONIC ENVIRONMENT

5.5

The site shall be located in a geologic setting where
the effects of current or reasonably foreseeable tectonic
phenomena will not lead to a projection of radionuclide

releases greater than those discussed in Section 3.2.
5.5.1

VAULTING ANID SEISMICITr
The site

shall be located In

a geologic setting where

faults that might affect waste Isolation, If any# can be
identified and shown to have hydrologic properties and

seismic potentialk that will not lead to a projection of
radionuclide

releases greater than those discussed in

Section 3.2.
a.

Favorable Conditions
1.

The nature and rates of faulting,

if

any, oper

ating within the geologic setting during the past million
years would,

if

continued in

the future, not affect or would

favorably affect the ability of the geologic repository to
isolate the waste (10 CFR 60.122(b)(l)),
2.

The nature and rates of faulting,

if

any,

oper

ating within the geologic setting during the past million

years would, if continued into the future, have less than

:11

.

.

one chance in 10,000 over the next 10,000 years of leading
to releases of

radioactive waste to the accessible environ

ment (proposed 40 CFR 191.13).

"t

.•t'•
• :-.. "'.'.
*

.
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b. Potentially Adverse Conditions
1.

Faults in the geologic setting that may adversely

affeact the regional ground-water flow system (10 CUR
60.122(c)(S)).
2.

Evidence of active faulting within the geologic

setting during the past million years (10 CFR 60.122(c)

113.Historical earthquakes that# if repeated, could
affect the site significantly (10 CPR 60.122(c)(13)).
4.

Indications, based on correlations of earthquakes

with tectonic processes and features (e.g., faults), that
either the frequency of occurrence or the magnitude of
earthquakes may increase (10 CUR 60.122(c)(14)).
5. More frequent occurrences of earthquakes or
earthquakes of higher magnitude than are typical of the
region in which the geologic setting is located (10 CPR
60.122(4) (IS)).
5.5.2

IGNEOUS ACTIVITY
The site shall be located in a geologic setting where

centers of igneous activity during the past million years,
if any, can be identified and shown to have no effects that
will lead to a projection of radionuclide releases greater
than those discussed in Section 3.2.
a.

Favorable Conditions
1.

The nature and rates of igneous processes within

the geologic setting during the past million years would, if
continued into the future, not affect or would favorably

MUMM
MM AM
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affect the ability of the geologic repository to isolate the

waste (10 CFR 60.122(b)(1)).
2.

The nature and rates of igneous activity,

i•fany,

In the geologic setting during the past million years wouldI
if continued into the future# have less than one chance in

:'47%
'A

100,000 ever the next 10,00C years of leading to releases of

.radioactive

material to the accessible environment (proposed
40 CUR 191.13).

a.Potentially Advot*e Conditions
1.
....

•-..:'•;.•..-.::regional

The presence in

the geologic setting of Intrusive

dikes, sills, or stocks that may adversely affect the
ground-water flow system (10 CFR 60.122(c)(3)).

2.

Evidence of igneous activity within the gec

logic setting during the past million years

(10 CER

60.122(c)(16)).
5.5.3

UPLIFT, SUBSIDENCE,

AND FOLDING

The site shall be located In

"s"ignificant uplift,

subsidence,

a geologic setting where

or folding, If

any,

that has

occurred during the past million years can be identified and
shown to have hydrologic,

geismic, and erosional Implica

tiona that will not lead to a projection of radionuclides

releases greater than those discussed in Section 3.2.
a.

Favorable Conditions
1.

The nature and rates of uplift,

subsidence,

and

,

folding within the geologic setting during the past million
.1

years would,

if

continued into the future* not affect or

I

I-:'
-
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would favorably affect the ability of the geologic reposi
tory to isolate the waste
2.

(10 CFR 60.122(b)(1)).

The nature and rates of tectonic deformation in

the geologic setting during the past million years would, if
continued into the future, have less than one chance

in

10,000 over the next 10,000 years of leading to releases of
radioactive material to the accessible environment

(proposed

40 CFR 191.13).
b.

Potentially Adverse Conditions
1.

The occurrence in the geologic setting of folds

that may adversely affect the regional ground-water flow.
system (10 CFR 60.122(c)(5)).
2.

Evidence of active uplift, subsidence,

or folding

within the geologic setting during the past million years
(10 CFR 60.122(c)(12)).
5.6

HUMAN INTRUSION
The site shall be located to reduce the likelihood

that past, present,
unacceptable

or future human activities would cause

impacts on meeting the isolation guidelines

discussed in Section 3.2.

5.6.1

NATURAL RESOURCES
The site shall be such that the exploration history or

relevant past use of the site or adjacent areas can be de
termined and can be shown to have no unacceptable
meeting the isolation guidelines discussed in

impact

onn

Section 3.2.

The site features shall make human intrusion unlikely or,

in

1.

i
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combination with engineered systems, mitigate the conse
quences of intrusion to within the limits discussed in See
ticn. 3.2.
a.

:•

Favorable Conditions

Natural-resource concentrations that are not signifi
cantly greaterthan the average condition for the region.

4;•
-

Potentially Adverse Conditions

-"~b.

~

Z•.

~1.

The presence of naturally occurring materials,
whether identified or iindiscovered-, wit•in the site in-suCh-.
form that (a) economic extraction is currently feasible- or

.•

potentially feasible during the foreseeable •future or (b)
such materials:have greater gross value or net value -than
the average for other "areas of similar size that are -repre
F

sentative of, and located in,

the -.geologic setting (IOCF-R-

..

60.122(c)(l-..
2.

Evidence of subsurface kmining for resources withi6

the site (10 C€R 60.122(c)(10)).
3. Evidence of drilling within the site for any

-IX

purpose -other than repository-site characterization
vt.O

(10-CERA

60.122c)(20)).'

5.6.2
--- '

SZS OMERKP.Ii A1

CONTROL

The site shall be located-on land-for -which the Fed

erar-.4o
-vernment

can obtain -4fershipi

control access, and

obtain all surface and subsurfac•-•:rghts

required under 10

CRC-M60121 to ensure that surface -an4 subsurface activities

5,

at the site will not lead to a projection of radionuclide
C •P

3; D-* ,

•releases greater than those discussed in Section 3.2.

4•*--*

.

.HQOO
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a.

Favorable Conditions

Present ownership and control of land and rights as
required by 10 CPR 60.121.
b. Potentially Adverse Conditions
Land-use conflicts Involving land dedicated by the

-

Federal Government for potentially incompatible purposes.
5.7 SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS

-

,The site and its surrounding area shall be such that
surface characteristics or conditions can be accommodated by
engineering measures and can be shown to have no unaccept
able effects on repository operation and waste isolation as
discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
5.7.1

(The

SURFACE-WATER SYSTEMS
site shall be such that the surficial hydrologic

system, both during expected climatic cycles and during ex
treme natural phenomena, will not cause unacceptable

impacts

on repository operation or waste isolation as discussed in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
a.

Favorable Conditions
None specified.

b.

Potentially Adverse Conditions
1. Potential for foreseeable human activities to

adversely affect the ground-water flow system, such as
extensive irrigation or the construction of large-scale
surface-water impoundments (10 CPR 60.122(c)(1)).
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2.

Potential for flooding the underground facility,

whether through the occupancy and modification of flood
plains or through the failure of existing or planned
man-made surface-water impoundments (10 CFR 60.122(c)(2)).
TERRAIN

5.7.2

The site shall be located in an area where the sur
face terrain features do not unacceptably affect repository
operation.
a.

Favorable Conditions
Generally flat

b.

terrain.

Potentially Adverse Conditions
Road and rail

grades.

access routes that encounter steep

sharp switchbacks,

slope instability,

or other

potential sources of hazard to incoming waste shipments.
5.7.3

IMTEOROLOGY
The site shall be located where anticipated meteoro

logical conditions would not result in

the projection of

unacceptable effects on repository operations.
a.

Favorable Conditions
None specified.

b.

Potentially Adverse Conditions
None specified.

5.7.4

OFFSXTE HAZARDS
The site shall be such that present and projected ef

fects from nearby industrial,

transportation,

installations and operations,

including atomic energy

defense activities,

and military

can be accommodated by engineering
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easaures and can be shown to have no unacceptable impacts on
repository operation.

-|

a.
"•

Favorable Conditions

"Siting

on lands already committed for DO0

nuclear

reservations.
b.

Potentially Adverse Conditions
1.

The presence of nearby potentially hazardous

facilities.
2.
.
*

Siting close enough to an atomic energy defense

facility

to compromise or interfere with the use of that

facility

for defense purposes.

5.8

POPULATION DENSITY AND DISTRIBUTION
The site

shall be located to limit the potential risk

to the population.

The site

shall be so located that risk

to the population from repository operation does not exceed

I;•:.•.-•:s
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system-performance
A site shall guidelines,
be disqualified if

it would fail to

comply with EPA's standard for radiation doses received by
members of the public as a result of the management and
•-'-

.

storage of these ,astes, (proposed 40 CFR 191, Subpart A).

"5.8.1

POPULATION NEAR THE SITE

The site shall be located away from population concen
trations and urban areas.

<1.1any

A site

shall be disqualified if

surface facility of a repoeittori would need to be

located (1)

in

a highly populated area or (2) adjacent to an

area one mile by one mile having a population of not less
than 1,000 individuals.
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a.

Favorable Conditions

Remoteness from population centers (10 CPR
60.122(a) (7)).
Se

Potentially Adverse Conditions

A population density and distribution such that
projected releases could result in the exposure of ftny
people.

3.8.2

TRANSPORTATION

The cost and other Impacts of transporting radioac
tive waste to a repository shall be considered in select
ing the repository siter.

Consideration shall be given to

A'

the proximity of locations where radioactive waste is cur
rently generated or temporarily stored and the transports
tion and safety factors involved in moving such waste
to a
repository.
a.

Favorable Conditions
Ability to select transportation routes that minimixe

risk to the general population.
b.

Fatentially Adverse Conditions
BSite locations requiring the concentration of trans

portation routes through highly populated areas.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
The site shall be such that a repository can be con

structed and operated In a m.anneL hat provides reasonable
assurance that the environment will be adequately protected,
for this and future generations.
The site shall be located
so as to reduce the likelihood and consequences of potential
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environmental impacts,

and these impacts shall be mitigated

to the extent reasonably af~hievable.
A site
result in

shall be disqualified if a repository would
an unsatisfactory adverse environmental impact

that threatens the health or welfare of the public
or
the quality of the environment and cannot be mitigated.
site

shall be disqualified if it

is

A

located within the

boundaries of a significant nationally protected natural
resource, such as a National Park, National Wildlife
Refuge,
or Wilderness Area,

and its

presence conflicts irreconcil

ably with the previously designated use of the
site.
a.
Favorable Conditions
1.

Ability to meet all

environmental requirements
Federal,

State,

procedural and substantive

applicable to the site,

at the

and local level, with assurance and within

time constraints.

f

2.

Adverse environmental

future generations,

impacts,

to present and

can be avoided or reduced to an insigni

ficant level through the application of reasonable
mitigat
ing measures.
b.
i

Potentially Adverse Conditions
1. Probable conflict with applicable Federal,

State,

or local environmental requirements.
2.
cannot

Significant adverse environmental impacts
avoided
be

3.

that

or minimized.

Proximity to, or direct adverse environmental

impacts of the repository or its support systems on, a

-'-

.

-..

a
*.
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component of the National Park System,

the National Wild

life Refuge System, the Wild and Scenic River System# the
National Wilderness Preservation System, or National Forest
Land.
5.10

SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS

The location of the site shall be such that any zig
nificant adverse social and/or economic Impacts on commun
itles and regions resulting from repository construction#
operation,

and decommissioning or the transportation of

radioactive waste to the site can be accommodated by reason
able mitigation or compensation.
a.

Favorable Conditions
1.

Locally available labor.

2.

Potential for repository-related increases in

local employment,

increases in business sales,

government revenues,
b.

increases in

or improvements in community services.

Potentially Adverse CondiLions
1.

The existence of,

or the potential for, a lack of

the necessary labor force or a lack of local suppliers.
A projected substantial decrease in community
2.
services due to repository development.
3.
operation,

Conditions vhere the development,

construction,

or decommissioning of a rep9sitory may require

any purchase or acquisition of vater rights that wil have a
significant adverse effect on the present or future develop
ment of the area.

